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MediaJet operates  in 185 FBOs

 
By JEN KING

MediaJet, a newsstand found in private airports nationwide, is capturing the attention of
ultra-affluent travelers by monopolizing the space with exclusive publications.

Launched in 2009 by parent company Sandow, MediaJet provides high-end publications to
7.8 million discerning travelers who are frequently in and out of private jet terminals. To
match the sentiments of these readers, MediaJet places only imprints that properly align
with the exclusive lifestyle of private jet travelers.

“Whether it’s  a $2 million or $50 million jet owner, it’s  a great audience for luxury brands,”
said Mike Ruskin, president of MediaJet, Boca Raton, FL.

“These are people who can afford to fly private; they’re not going through regular
commercial airports,” he said.

“Money is no object – if they see a piece of jewelry, a car, a yacht that they like, they have
the disposable income to purchase it.”

A jetsetters’ newsstand
MediaJet operates 185 newsstands in fixed-based operators, or FBOs, across the United
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States. The newsstands only feature high-end publications to better cater to the
sensibilities of the ultra-affluent consumers that frequently fly via private aviation.

When first launched, MediaJet only carried imprints published by Sandow. Sandow
publications include Watch Journal, Luxe Interiors +  Design, Worth and NewBeauty.

Sandow's MediaJet newsstand

"Our magazines speak to a very specific audience and we needed to make sure that
happens,"  Mr. Ruskin said. “That is why we built this network.

“We have a controlled circulation model that is designed to get our magazines into the
hands of an uber-affluent audience," he said.

“The external partners that will be part of MediaJet are not driven by subscriptions either
so this offers a great marketing opportunity for their goods and services to luxury
consumers.”

By only including Sandow’s own publications, MediaJet was able to build its own brand
recognition and drive interest for the marketing partners found within the advertising
space of those imprints. Recently, MediaJet has opened up its newsstand to outside
publications to give its consumers more of a range.

Outside partners include magazines and collateral materials. MediaJet limits its  outside
partner spaces to only 10 spots per newsstand to ensure a sense of quality-control.

Map of MediaJet locations 

The publications and marketing partners that have been included on MediaJet’s
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newsstands have been on par with the image associated with luxury goods and the
expectations of a private jet-flying audience, according to the brand.

Currently, MediaJet’s outside partners include the St. Regis’ magazine Beyond, the high-
end catalog of Las Vegas’ Crystal Shops, wine catalog Bounty Hunter, luxury travel
publication TCX Expeditions and Douglas Elliman’s real estate listing book. Douglas
Elliman, after seeing an increase interest from potential luxury home buyers stopping at
MediaJet stands, increased their presence from two to 25 newsstands.

Private aviator, GulfStream, will provide its on board reading materials to FBOs with
MediaJet newsstands starting in August.

MediaJet is also in talks with brands in various categories such as yacht charters, auction
houses, travel and hospitality, apparel and accessories and watchmakers and jewelers to
increase the range of its  offerings.

Private skies
With more than 22,000 affluent travelers boarding privately-owned jets daily, brands have
begun to recognize the potential of luxury air travel.

For instance, Four Seasons is shoring up autonomy during its global travel programs by
introducing a branded 52-passenger jet.

The retrofitted Boeing 757 will begin flying passengers of bespoke journeys in February
2015. Many of the hotel chain’s journeys bring guests to a new country every other day, so
being able to further curate a significant portion of the experience will reduce the chance
for mishaps and increase the chance for branded connections (see story).

Also, United Arab Emirates airline Etihad Airways is looking to transform air travel into a
true luxury hospitality experience with the introduction of The Residence by Etihad.

Cabin spaces on the Airbus A380 aircrafts will be refitted to accommodate affluent,
discerning travelers who wish to have a flight experience that reflects the comforts of a
luxury hotel stay. By becoming a transitional aspect of a consumer’s luxury travel
experience, more travelers may be inclined to book flights through Etihad (see story).

By sponsoring the newsstands with outside brand partners, MediaJet is able to reinforce
its standing.

“We built MediaJet to promote our own titles to put them in the hands of the super-affluent,
which has been very successful," Mr. Ruskin said. "Now, we want to make it available to
some of our close partners, a very selective group of brands that are appropriate.

“Someone goes to our newsstand, having a few hours to kill, and they hand-pick
something to read; captive audience,” he said.

“What better way to market to those who have enough income to fly private than by being
readily available where they’re boarding their jets?”

Final Take
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